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Abstract
Microbial community succession is a fundamental process that affects underlying functions of almost all ecosystems; yet the
roles and fates of the most abundant colonizers are often poorly understood. Does early abundance spur long term
persistence? How do deterministic and stochastic processes influence the ecological contribution of colonizers? We
performed a succession experiment within a hypersaline ecosystem to investigate how different processes contributed to the
turnover of founder species. Bacterial and eukaryotic colonizers were identified during primary succession and tracked
through a defined, 79-day biofilm maturation period using 16S and 18S rRNA gene sequencing in combination with high
resolution imaging that utilized stable isotope tracers to evaluate successional patterns of primary producers and nitrogen
fixers. The majority of the founder species did not maintain high abundance throughout succession. Species replacement
(versus loss) was the dominant process shaping community succession. We also asked if different ecological processes acted
on bacteria versus Eukaryotes during succession and found deterministic and stochastic forces corresponded more with
microeukaryote and bacterial colonization, respectively. Our results show that taxa and functions belonging to different
kingdoms, which share habitat in the tight spatial confines of a biofilm, were influenced by different ecological processes and
time scales of succession.

Introduction

While each distinct microbial community is subjected to
specific environmental limitations and opportunities, some
established principles guide community assembly and suc-
cession [1]. For example, the arrival or disappearance of
species may exert feed-back responses onto the local
habitat. The niches available for microbial life strategies can
change during community succession for every new species
and/or function recruited [2]. This is especially true for both
primary producers and nitrogen fixing autotrophs, which
will eventually compete with heterotrophs occupying niches
they helped create. Another principle is that almost all
microbial communities studied to date, tend toward species
abundance distributions where the majority of the taxa
are found in low relative abundance [3–5]. Some evidence
suggests that the minority of taxa found in high
abundance correlate better with environmental factors than
complete microbiomes [6]. These findings prompt the
following question: do the most abundant members apply a
great enough influence on their environment to direct the
recruitment and selection of other taxa—i.e., exert priority
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effects [7]. The ecological processes underlying the fate of
colonizers found in high abundance (founder species) is
often unexplored. Does early abundance relate to persis-
tence or are founder species turned over as a microbiome
matures and establishes new selection forces?

In this context, turnover is the outcome of ecological
processes that replace existing taxa with new species that
have successfully immigrated into the community. This
definition of turnover implies that new taxa are introduced
into a given spatial domain via dispersal [8], and that some
taxa are lost either because they were deterministically
selected against or due to random demographic events
leading to stochastic local extinction. Ecological processes
that drive changes in community composition can also
result in nestedness. This occurs when species are lost
without replacement, which may also result from determi-
nistic selection against some taxa or stochastic local
extinction [9]. A key difference between processes leading
to turnover versus nestedness is the lack of successful
immigration from the regional species pool. Together, these
ecological processes collectively influence the succession
patterns and biogeochemical functioning of microbial
communities [10, 11].

Due to the extreme diversity and swift succession of
microbial communities, predictive microbial models remain
elusive. Much remains unknown about the roles that colo-
nizing taxa play in influencing the future states of their
respective microbiomes and microbial community succes-
sion remains an active area of research [12–15]. We do
know, however, that these processes can be influenced by
both deterministic and stochastic factors [1, 16, 17].
Deterministic ecological processes include selection and
environmental filtering, which are governed by the limita-
tions and opportunities imposed by both the environment
and niches created by predecessors. If founder species play
key roles in establishing the trajectory for succession, then
we hypothesized that there will be a strong relationship
between high abundance organisms and deterministic pro-
cesses during colonization. However, stochastic processes
may also be strong influencers during colonization and
throughout succession and this is especially true when
selection and/or environmental filtering processes are weak
[18, 19]. We further hypothesized that if the combined
effects of the founder species are able to strongly influence
their localized environment through niche modification
processes such as primary productivity or nitrogen fixation,
then they will more strongly direct recruitment of new taxa
during community succession [7]. This effect is expected to
be manifested in a high degree of phylogenetic relatedness
in the successful incoming species. This postulate comes
with an assumption that related taxa are more likely to be
recruited together because they are expected to have similar
habitat associations. While the validity of this assumption

can be debated, multiple studies have shown that relation-
ships between phylogenetic relatedness, habitat selection,
and functional traits are observable [20–23].

Because organisms from different domains of life often
have different ecological roles [24, 25], we investigated
whether selective pressures or patterns of succession can be
observed between bacterial and microeukaryotic members
recruited to the community. We know that different king-
doms have unique sensitivities to environmental cues and
have tendencies to fill different niches, however we hypo-
thesize that these differences also translate into temporal
dynamics of succession. This biofilm succession study was
designed to address these questions and to provide new
knowledge about how microbes belonging to different
kingdoms are influenced by different ecological processes
and timescales of community succession.

We performed a microbial community succession study
in a standardized 79-day colonization experiment and
placed specific emphasis on the founder species as the
community matured. This was done in situ within the
unique Hot Lake ecosystem, which is a MgSO4-dominated
hypersaline microbial mat located in north-central
Washington State (USA). The microbial ecosystem was
chosen because of a priori knowledge of seasonal commu-
nity development presented in a previous study that ascer-
tained a distinct mat-development period during summer
months (June–August) [26]. The microbiome characterized
from the mat during this growth period remained remark-
ably similar, in terms of members and relative abundance of
taxa, across multiple related studies [25, 27–29]. Our first
goal was to determine the structure and function (autotrophy
and diazotrophy) of the community from the colonization
period through to the season’s typical maturation period.
We hypothesized that heterotrophic cells would be as likely
as photoautotrophs to act as pioneering founder species, but
that nitrogen fixation would be important for at least a
subset of colonizers. This hypothesis was based on a priori
knowledge of high dissolved organic carbon levels in Hot
Lake [30, 31]. The potential for autotrophy and nitrogen
fixation was assayed via stable isotope tracers and nano-
SIMS imaging. We found that while carbon fixing cells
were present during colonization, the majority were not
labeled with a 13C dissolved inorganic carbon tracer indi-
cating that the recruitment of new cells to the biofilm did
not depend on niches created by primary producers. Active
nitrogen fixation was more prevalent during the coloniza-
tion period showing the potential for priority effects driven
by niche formation. Next, we quantified the relative con-
tributions of species loss and replacement to the observable
beta diversity across this same time scale. We used a high
degree of sample replication (n= 20) in combination with
ecological null models commonly used to infer the relative
influences of stochastic and deterministic processes at each
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period of succession. Lastly, we identified the founder
species and determined how their abundances changed from
the colonization through the maturation periods. We found
relatively few highly abundant colonizers that were defined
as founder species and of these, most were outcompeted in
later stages of succession. We then determined that turnover
(versus nestedness) was the dominant process that shaped
the mature stages of community succession. Along with
turnover and nestedness, the relative contributions of
deterministic and stochastic ecological processes varied
with respect to the bacterial and eukaryotic components of
the microbiome. Null model analyses indicated that the
bacterial components of the community trended towards
homogenous selection and that the bacterial founder species
likely modified their localized environment in ways that
mediated environmental filtering of other bacteria. In con-
trast, colonization of eukaryotic founder species corre-
sponded with deterministic yet variable selection (inferred
as non-homogenous) and trended towards stochastic pro-
cesses [32]. This study highlighted the fact that although
species from different kingdoms are often tightly entangled
within a biofilm, the respective forces and time scales that
shape successional dynamics can be distinct.

Materials and methods

In situ incubation and sampling

We deployed sterile, glass substrata in Hot Lake, which is a
MgSO4 dominated, hypersaline lake in north-central
Washington State (USA); 48.973062°N, 119.476876°W
(Supplemental Fig. S1) [28, 30, 31]. The surfaces included
plain borosilicate microscope slides (75 × 25 mm) and
round class coverslips (1 in. diameter) placed in large glass
petri dishes (15 cm diameter). Each dish contained either
5 slides or 15 coverslips; 55 dishes were deployed totaling
205 slides and 210 coverslips. The slides and cover slips
were provided as identical substrates for colonization. Both
were used because cover slips are more amenable to ima-
ging and slides are more amenable to biomass removal.
Incubations were initiated at 13:00, 20 May 2015 when all
surfaces were place on the bottom of the lake at an initial
depth of 43–50 cm. One day prior to deployment, the
native mat was denuded from the incubation site. The
first sample was taken at 16:00, 20 May 2015 (2 h of
incubation); the following samples were extracted on near
12:00: 28 May, 3 June, 24 June, 15 July, and 6 August
(2015). Samples (at least 30 slides and coverslips per time
point) were removed from the lake using an inflatable raft to
avoid disturbing the sediment; lake water was simulta-
neously collected from the sampling position; each slide
was dipped briefly in the native water to remove loose

sediment using sterile forceps. Samples were fixed in the
field for the following: gDNA extraction (20 slides per time
point; stored on dry ice); confocal imaging (five slides per
time point; fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde; stored at 4 °C);
stable isotope probing for nano-SIMS imaging (15 cover-
slips per time point; fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde stored
at 4 °C).

Amplicon sequencing

gDNA was extracted using the MoBio PowerSo DNA
isolation kit (Qiagen, Carlsbad, CA) in accordance with the
Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) protocols [33]. Sequen-
cing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq instrument
(Illumina, San Diego, CA). Twenty separate 16S and 18S
rRNA gene amplification reactions were performed on
template from each extraction. The extraction and amplifi-
cation were unsuccessful for all 20 slides harvested after the
first 2-h of incubation and only successful four slides from
day-1 (24 h); only one 16S and one 18S sample sequenced
deeply from the 20 replicates harvested at day-1. We
therefore, chose to begin our analysis at day-8, where initial
colonization of both bacterial and eukaryotic taxa could be
quantified. DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing
were successful on five slides from day-8 and all 20 slides
for every other sample taken after. The primers targeted the
V4 hypervariable region of the 16S SSU rRNA gene using
the V4 forward primer (515F) and V4 reverse primer
(806R) with 0–3 random bases and the Illumina sequencing
primer binding site [34]. The V9 hypervariable region of the
18S SSU rRNA was also targeted with the V9 forward
primer (1391F) and V9 reverse primer (EukBr), as outlined
by the Earth Microbiome project and modified from
Amaral-Zettler et al. [35].

Amplicon analysis

Illumina reads were processed with VSEARCH 2.0.2, an
open-source tool for search and clustering [34, 36]; over-
lapping 16S reads were paired, filtered to a maximum
expected error of 1 bp per read, and labeled. Reads were
pooled, de-replicated, and chimera-checked with the
VSEARCH followed by UCHIME-ref using the RDP Gold
database [37]. After discarding chimeras and singletons,
reads were clustered into OTUs at 97% similarity and an
OTU table was constructed by mapping all labeled reads to
these clusters. Taxonomy was assigned to each OTU cen-
troid using the SILVA database v132 [38] and a last com-
mon ancestor approach as implemented in QIIME 1.9.1
[39]. The same pipeline was used to process 18S rRNA
genes, with a few changes; reads were filtered to a max-
imum expected error of 0.1 bp per read and no reference-
based chimera checking was used.
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Diversity analysis

Downstream analysis was completed in R [40], using the
‘phyloseq’ [41] and ‘vegan’ packages [42]. All reads not
assigned to their expected kingdom (bacteria and Eukarya,
respectively) were filtered along with all mitochondria and
chloroplast assignments, and samples were rarified to an
even depth of 13,000 reads per sample. Counts of unique
OTUs (species richness) and Simpson’s evenness were used
to characterize alpha diversity [43]. We note that the tra-
ditional 97% similarity threshold may overestimate species
richness but also that it is appropriate for this study´s goal of
comparing changes between time points during community
succession. A metric for the successful immigration of taxa
was calculated as the fraction of the community composed
of OTUs that were previously unobserved on all prior
sampling days. This metric is equivalent to taking the finite
difference of the sum of observed microbes (i.e., gamma
diversity) over time. Beta diversity was measured by cal-
culating unweighted Jaccard distances between samples,
and then partitioning those distances into contributes from
nestedness (species loss) and turnover (species gain) using
the ‘betapart’ R package [44], followed by the adonis
function in the ‘vegan’ package to test to measure changes
associated with sampling day (Supplemental Table S1).

Confocal microscopy

Confocal fluorescence microscopy was used to confirm the
attachment and composition of the biofilm. The slides were
stained with 10 μg mL−1 Hoechst 33342 (Life Technolo-
gies, Carlsbad, CA) for 10 min to target DNA. Images were
acquired at 1.5 μm z-steps on a Zeiss LSM 710 scanning
head confocal microscope equipped with a Zeiss a Plan-
Apochromat 63 × /1.40 Oil DIC M27 objective. Excitation
lasers were 405 and 633 nm for the blue and red emission
channels, respectively. DNA staining was detected at
410–559 nm, and chlorophyll autofluorescence was detec-
ted at 647–721 nm. Laser dwell times were 0.64 μs for both
channels. Image analysis was conducted using Volocity
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA).

Stable isotope probing

Incubations of colonized glass cover slips were performed
in sterile HLA-400 medium [45] with stable isotope tracers
were performed with 13C labeled HCO3- and

15N labeled N2

gas. A control incubation was established to account for the
natural abundance of 13C by adding 1.5 mL of a 0.75M
NaHCO3 solution. The labeled incubations were prepared
by mixing 0.75 mL of this natural abundance solution with
0.75 mL of a 0.74M 13C labeled NaHCO3 solution. The

15N
labeled N2 incubations were performed in the HLA-400

medium (minus NH4Fe(III) citrate) containing 1 mM
NaHCO3; 100 mL glass bottles were charged with 20 mL of
degassed medium and one coverslip sample. A more
detailed report of these methods is provided in the supple-
mentary material.

NanoSIMS imaging

High-resolution secondary ion intensity and isotope ratio
maps were generated using a NanoSIMS 50L (CAMECA,
Gennevilliers, France) at the Environmental Molecular
Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL). Biofilm-coated coverslips were
mounted on one-inch-diameter aluminum pin stubs and
coated with 20 nm of high-purity gold to improve con-
ductivity. A more detailed report of these methods is pro-
vided in the supplementary material.

Statistics and null models

This study made use of the R package ‘vegan’ to partition
binary Jaccard distance matrices as described above using
the adonis function [46]. Generalized linear models were fit
to richness, evenness, and within-day βNTI using sampling
day as a fixed effect, and using Poisson, gamma, and
Gaussian distributions respectively. The ‘multcomp’ pack-
age was used to perform post hoc multiple comparison
testing using Tukey’s HSD [47]. We employed a null-
model analysis to compare the beta Mean Nearest Taxon
Index (βNTI) for all pairwise comparisons within, but not
between, the time-points of community development to
assess if the phylogenetic similarity between two samples
(beta diversity) was significantly higher or lower than
expected by chance. The analysis relied on a previously
reported convention [32] that reports βNTI values as a z-
score with the following interpretation: scores greater than
+2 standard deviations from the mean indicate variable
selection pressures; scores near zero indicate no significant
selection (dominance of stochastic processes); and scores
less than −2 standard deviations indicate homogeneous
selective pressures. This method has proven robust in a
range of ecosystems [10, 18, 19]. The ‘picante’ package and
previously described custom scripts [48] were used to cal-
culate βNTI in order to measure changes associated with
niche-based processes and selective pressure towards
homogenous or heterogeneous phylogenetic structure.

Data repository and reproducible analyses

Genetic sequencing data is available on the Open Science
Framework (osf.io) for both 16S and 18S rRNA gene
amplicons as part of this project: https://osf.io/a48vj/. Fea-
ture abundance tables of amplicons, along with
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environmental measurements and scripts used for analysis
and graphing are available on GitHub: https://github.com/
pnnl/brislawn-2018-founders-species

Results

The components and taxonomy of the developing
community

Microbial cells colonized the sterile glass substrate and
formed a dynamic, multi-kingdom community over a 79-
day succession period. Rich microbial communities were

established within 8-days of colonization (Fig. 1a). By this
early time point, representatives were identified across 33
bacterial and 13 eukaryotic phyla from 999 and 238 bac-
terial (16S) and eukaryotic (18S) OTUs, respectively.
Species richness decreased strongly as the community
developed. After a 79-day incubation, the mature micro-
biome had lost, on average, more than 59 and 15% of the
total respective bacterial and eukaryotic OTUs observed
from the initial 8-day (colonization) sample. These
decreases were statistically significant as determined using
post hoc general linear hypothesis testing with Tukey’s all-
pair comparisons, which yielded p-values < 0.03. The
colonizing community was very uneven, as measured by
Simpson’s evenness. This metric ranges between zero and
one, with zero representing a community dominated by a
single member. The median evenness of 0.02 and 0.03 for
16S and 18S rRNA gene sequences, respectively, empha-
sizes that a relatively small number of abundant microbes
dominated during the development of this community.
Bacterial evenness did not mirror the reduction in species
richness; evenness only decreased on day-56 (all p-values <
0.001) but rebounded by day-79. No statistically significant
changes were observed in eukaryotic evenness during the
development of this community.

Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria were the dominate
bacterial phyla over the observed maturation period
(Fig. 1b). Some of the most common bacteria had greater
relative abundances during the early (colonizing) time per-
iods but then decreased with time. These included: Acti-
nobacteria, Firmicutes, and Planctomycetes. The most
abundant Eukaryotes, through all phases of community
development, belonged to the Stramenopiles supergroup.
Interestingly, this broad phylogenetic group was mostly
composed of Bacillariophyceae, which increased in relative
abundance as the microbiome matured (Fig. 1b), while the
remaining eukaryotic taxa decreased in relative abundance.

Biofilm morphology and basic functional
recruitment across succession

The morphology and spatial distribution patterns of dis-
solved inorganic carbon and N2 incorporation also changed
during the 79-day succession. Confocal micrographs
showed that diatom-like cell structures became more fre-
quent as the community matured (Fig. 2a) (Supplemental
Fig. S2). Interestingly, a shift in morphology was observed;
larger diatom-like cells common to the 14- and 35-day
samples were replaced by a more dominant and smaller
diatom-like cell structures in the final sampling points. This
imaging-based result corresponded to the molecular evi-
dence for the apparent takeover of Stramenopiles in the
latest stages of observed succession (Fig. 1b). The magni-
tude and distribution of 13C and 15N incorporation potential
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alpha diversity as described by species richness (unique OTUs) and
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bacterial and eukaryotic taxa identified from 16S and 18S OTUs
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was measured by using 13C-labelled bicarbonate and 15N-
labelled N2 tracers in combination with nano-SIMS imaging
(Fig. 2b) (Supplemental Fig. S3, S4 and S5). These results
show that autotrophy was minimal during the early
recruitment stages of the biofilm community but became
more prevalent throughout maturation. Increased 13C
enrichment in cell-like structures also corresponded with
higher occurrence of diatom-like structures. Hence, while
we infer that primary producers were present, the recruit-
ment of new cells to the biofilm did not depend on the
localized metabolic activity of primary producers. This
inference is further supported by reports from related stu-
dies that also uncovered evidence of heterotrophs acting as
the founding colonizers of more complex biofilm commu-
nities [49, 50]. Relatively frequent occurrences of N2 fixa-
tion were observed during all phases of community
development indicating that at least a subset of the
founding species was diazotrophic and capable of actively
fixing N2.

Which ecological processes drive community
structure changes?

Changes in the community over the maturation period were
attributed to both nestedness and turnover, though turnover
was the dominant process in most cases. In this context,
turnover is made possible by successful immigration and
governed by the dispersal of regional taxa, followed by
attachment and growth. Dispersal is the movement of
microbes across space, specifically, those recruited to the
biofilm. In order to measure taxonomic immigration,
we employed a relatively simple metric which counts the
fraction of the community represented by OTUs that were
undetected at any previous time point (Fig. 3a). This ana-
lysis showed that the recruitment of new OTUs diminished
50% by day-14. The successful immigration of bacteria and
eukaryotic species continued to decrease during the
maturation period and was negligible by day-56 (only 3.4%
of the observed OTUs were new). One limitation to this

Fig. 2 The community changed
morphology frequency of
autotorphic and diazotrophic
cells as members were recruited
during succession. a Confocal
micrographs showing changes in
biofilm community morphology
as visualized by the DNA stain
(Hoechst; blue) and chlorophyll
autofluorescence (red); scale
bars represent 20 µm.
b Magnitude and distribution of
13C and 15N incorporation in
representative biofilm
communities showing
incorporation of labelled
substrates over different
incubation periods. Top row:
δ13C distribution after
incubation with 13C-labelled
bicarbonate. Bottom row: δ15N
distribution after incubation with
15N-labelled N2. The full suite of
replicate nanoSIMS images are
presented in a supplementary file
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result is the underlying assumption that the appearance of
new OTUs was actual due to dispersal and not caused by
blooms of taxa residing below detection.

While the patterns of new OTU recruitment are infor-
mative, they do not directly account for how much temporal
variation in community structure was due to the gain and/or
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loss of OTUs. For this, we employed a more rigorous
analysis of beta diversity by accounting for the additive
contributions of nestedness (species loss through death or
emigration) and turnover (species replacement through
dispersal) to the binary Jaccard distance (total beta diver-
sity) calculated between all samples taken at all time points
[8]. Turnover was a much greater contributor to the
observed beta diversity than nestedness with respect to both
the bacterial and eukaryotic components of the community.
However, within the bacterial samples, more than 50% of
the variance observed from nestedness could be attributed to
sampling day (Fig. 3). In comparison, only 20% of turnover
and 34% of total Jaccard could be attributed to differences
observed between sampling days. Hence, while bacterial
turnover was high, it was relatively constant between each
successional period. Bacterial nestedness was more variable
between samples and changes to the bacterial parts of the
community coincided more with changes to nestedness.
Specifically, there was an increase during the drop in alpha
diversity on day-56. We observed the opposite result with
respect to changes in eukaryotic beta diversity assessed
between sampling days, which was attributed more to
turnover. Eukaryotic nestedness was essentially constant
and showed little association with time (Fig. 3b, c).
Observations from the bacterial components of the micro-
biome were consistent with the temporal diminishment of
successful immigration and showed that the structure of the
community was driven by the OTUs gained in the early
phases of development.

Another core question from our study was whether
bacterial and eukaryotic succession patterns were respec-
tively influenced more by environmental selection or sto-
chastic processes. We know that if we assume dispersal to
be a stochastic process—which is a reasonable assumption
for this benthic ecosystem—then the earliest stages of
succession were at least partially influenced by stochastic
processes. However, this insight does not tell us if sto-
chastic processes such as dispersal outweighed selection
and/or environmental filtering. If the founder species exer-
ted strong homogenous selection pressures onto their
environment, then taxa recruited in the subsequent stages of

succession would be expected to be more phylogenetically
related than would occur by chance [19, 21]. In contrast, if
stochastic process dominated, then the effect of abundant
colonizers would be damped such that no phylogenetic
pattern in successive OTU recruitment would be expected.
By measuring how phylogenetic similarity (given as the
beta-Mean Nearest Taxon Index, βNTI) differs from what
would be expected by chance, we were able to infer the
strength of deterministic processes (selection and environ-
mental filtering) and stochastic processes (dispersal and
drift) [10, 32]. The phylogenetic relatedness of the com-
munity during colonization was not significantly different
than what could be expected by chance (− < βNTI <+2 at
early time points). Hence, stochastic processes were found
to dominate bacterial colonization but trended towards
deterministic, homogenous selection (βNTI <−2) in the
latest stages of succession (Fig. 4d and Table S4). In con-
trast, the Eukaryotes appeared to be influenced by an
opposite temporal ordering of stochastic and deterministic
process during the observed succession period. The within
time-point βNTI values showed that eukaryotic colonization
processes were initially influenced by deterministic yet
variable selection (βNTI >+2) but then proceeded to weak
selection with a significant degree of stochastic processes at
work as the community matured (+2 > βNTI >−2)
(Fig. 3c).

Who were the founder species and how well did
they persist?

We determined which taxa had the highest relative abun-
dances (>5%) from the initial period of colonization defined
by the 8-day sampling point. As mentioned, these abundant
colonizers were defined as the founder species (Fig. 4). An
identical analysis was performed on the end point 79-day
samples. This threshold identified only four and five bac-
terial and eukaryotic taxa ranked at the Family level. Of
these nine Families, only three maintained high relative
abundance through the observed succession period. As the
community matured, the remaining majority of the founder
species (six of nine) were replaced by taxonomic Families
that were found only at low relative abundance at the 8-day
colonization sampling point. The most abundant taxa
observed in the community did not bloom until the 56-day
sampling point indicating a clear pattern of succession
(Fig. 4c, d).

The most abundant founder species were annotated as an
uncultured Cyanobacterium Nodosilineaceae, the diatom
Pinnularia and a Metazoa represented by the order Podo-
copida. Interestingly, they both maintained high relative
abundances for the first 2–4 weeks, but were ultimately
replaced by Rhodobacter, Saccarospirillum and a diatom
from the genus Nitzschia, which comprised nearly 90% of

Fig. 3 Different ecological processes contributed to the observed beta
diversity depending on the stage of community succession and faction
of the microbiome (bacteria or Eukarya). a The successful immigration
of taxa over time as estimated by introduction of new OTUs.
b, c Binary Jaccard distance between samples, partitioned by con-
tributions from nestedness (species loss) and turnover (species
replacement). Lighter colors represent samples that have few OTUs in
common, highlighting changes in community structure over time. The
total change (βjac) is the sum of changes due to nestedness (βjne) and
turnover (βjtu). d Inferred changes in degree to which variable selection
(βNTI >+2), stochastic processes (−2 < βNTI <+2) and homogenous
selection (βNTI <−2) contribute to different factions of the commu-
nity (bacteria and Eukarya) at each observed stage of succession
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the microeukaryotes by day-56. All founder species showed
similar dynamics; initial success (in terms of relative
abundance) followed by replacement. Yet, this replacement
was not absolute; the cyanobacteria (represented by Phor-
midesmailes, Nodosilneaceae) remained abundant over the
observed succession period. This persistence throughout
months of consistently high turnover (Fig. 3b) demonstrates
the ability to invoke priority effects; even as the selective
pressure towards a homogenous community increased
(Fig. 3d). The uncultured Nodosilneaceae was the lone
bacterial founder species able to persist at high relative
abundance. Interestingly, the type of selection that could be
inferred from this study differed between kingdoms. Initi-
ally, bacterial founder species experienced a minimal
amount of phylogenetic selective pressure, and selection
towards related microbes slowly increased (Supplemental
Fig. S6 and Table S2). Eukaryotes experienced different
selective pressures, where all founder species were turned
over and largely replaced by the diatom Nitszchia in the
later phases of community development, when selection
based on niche was minimal and stochastic processes
dominated (Supplemental Fig. S7 and Table S3).

Discussion

This study was designed to discover the processes by which
early abundance of colonizers (founder species) influence

successional trajectories of a multi-kingdom microbiome.
We found that only one of seven identified founder species
maintained high relative abundances during the observed
succession. Hence most of the abundant colonizers forfeited
their priority effects that would lead to high relative abun-
dance in later stages of succession. We also investigated the
degree to which deterministic and/or stochastic processes
dictate the roles that founder species play in their mature
communities. We postulated that if a founder species was
able to influence community succession by imposing strong
selection, then we would see a greater degree of phyloge-
netic relatedness of new taxa recruited in the next stages of
community succession. The null models indicated that
colonization of the bacteria was likely not influenced by
strong selection but rather by stochastic processes. Likely
the initial selective forces were overwhelmed by dispersal
and a high degree of taxonomic sampling from the con-
tiguous benthic habitat and sedimentation from overlaying
water column. However, the null models indicated that
successive stages in the bacterial community development
trended towards homogenous selection. Hence, niche
modification was likely performed by bacterial founder
species in ways that mediated environmental filtering—i.e.,
exerted priority effects. Homogenous selection appeared to
act more strongly on the bacterial components of the
community in later stages of succession when the biofilm
community had presumably sampled the majority of taxa
from the nearby environment. We note that founder species
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Fig. 4 Identification of founder species and their abundances during
maturation. a, b Ranked abundances of common bacterial and
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—as well as other abundant taxa identified in this study—
were identical or highly related to some of the most com-
mon taxa reported by previous studies performed in the Hot
Lake ecosystem in different years [26–29]. This indicates
that, although the phyla are shown to decrease during this
79-day succession period, these taxa are likely stable and
persistent within the ecosystem.

Interestingly, the ecological processes acting on bacterial
succession were found to be in sharp contrast to the results
obtained for the eukaryotic colonizers. This was evident by
comparing the relative contributions of nestedness to
diversity through time, which is a metric of species loss
without replacement [9]. It was also evident by comparing
the initial and ending βNTI values, which reflect the relative
contribution of deterministic processes (selection and
environmental filtering) and stochastic processes (dispersal
and drift) [32]. We concluded that deterministic yet variable
selection forces were initially imposed onto the Eukaryotes
followed by a mixture of stochastic and deterministic pro-
cesses during later stages of succession. One possibility that
must be considered is that by day-79, bacteria ended the
known succession period that was linked to previously
identified seasonal assembly [26], but that the recruitment
and succession of Eukaryotes operated on different time
scales. This would explain why the bacterial and eukaryotic
βNTI curves exhibited negative slopes indicating a trend
towards convergent, homogenous selective pressures
through time. This also implies that the dominant eukaryotic
blooms occur after bacterial recruitment had stabilized.
Perhaps bacterial taxa found in high abundance in the later
stages of succession established the niches required to
recruit diatoms and other abundant Eukaryotes. The
microscopy provided qualitative evidence of different
kingdom-specific time scales as diatom-like structures
became common only in the later weeks of the season.

Differences in the relative contribution of turnover and
nestedness—attributed to inter-sample diversity—also sup-
ported the idea that eukaryotic succession not only operated
on a different time scale than the bacteria but also by dif-
ferent sets of ecological processes. We note that the
eukaryotic components of the Hot Lake microbiome have
not been characterized as thoroughly as the bacteria.
However, the abundant Eukarya identified here were con-
sistent with one other study of the Hot Lake ecosystem,
performed at a similar sampling location and on a different
year [25]. Another important consideration for our inter-
pretation of turnover and nestedness is the fact that these
measurements (as applied here) only accounted for pre-
sence/absence of taxa. We know that the majority of OTUs
are found in low abundance, but we do not know how many
taxa are undiscovered and below detection limits of our
amplicon analyses. The low abundance and undiscovered
taxa can serve as a seed bank, blooming to replace others as

conditions change [51]. Those that may have escaped
detection could create artifacts in our interpretations.
However, within the limitations of our current measurement
technologies we are able to determine that turnover and
nestedness are important to microbial community succes-
sion dynamics and drive shifts in taxonomic abundance.

Turnover was the dominant ecological process observed,
yet species loss also played a role in shaping the succes-
sional dynamics of this biofilm community. This was shown
by decreases in species richness and the diminishing rate of
new OTU recruitment. Similar observations have been
made in other aquatic biofilm succession studies [52, 53]
that also started from a bare substratum. This reoccurring
observation presents the possibility of a broader principle in
that the conditions that favor recruitment in biofilm rich
ecosystems select for those taxa that have the ability to
adhere to surfaces [54]. It also expected that that new niches
are created during the initial stages of biofilm community
succession as these surfaces are filled [55]. The biofilms
observed from this current study exhibited clear distinctions
between the succession patterns of bacteria and Eukaryotes.
This was observed from both molecular and imaging evi-
dence. Diatoms were recruited during the mid-development
phase after bacteria-like cell structures and nitrogen fixing
cells had attached. Unfortunately, these current results are
not sufficient for determining inter-kingdom relationships;
however, we infer from their tight spatial associations that
they are coupled and that they influence each other’s
recruitment to the biofilm.

Diatoms were by far the most abundant Eukaryotes
identified, yet the microscopy analyses did not reveal
diatom-like structures to be common until the mid-
development stages of this community (beginning on day-
35). The images also qualitatively show uptake of 13C-label
increases with the arrival of frequent diatom-like cell
structures. While it is not surprising that microalgae act as
primary producers, the finding adds context to this unique
hypersaline ecosystem where previous reports have mostly
attributed primary production by cyanobacteria [26, 28, 29];
but see [25]. The importance of diatoms to the ecosystem is
also supported by our identification of founder species, and
observation that they made up at least 30% of 18S OTUs in
any given sample (>90% by day-56). This is not to imply
that autotrophic bacteria were not contributing to overall
primary productivity, as 16S OTUs belonging to the
uncultured cyanobacterium Nodosilineaceae (an OTU pre-
viously identified to Pseudoanabaenaceae) were highly
abundant in the current study and previous reports from the
Hot Lake ecosystem [25, 29]. It seems plausible that the
diazotrophy could be more important than autotrophy as a
pioneer function for creating new niches required for spe-
cies recruitment; many of the abundant cyanobacteria,
including those belonging to Pseudanabaenales, are either
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taxonomically related to known nitrogen fixers or impli-
cated by a previous metagenomics study [27, 56]. A pre-
cedent for this idea has been described by microbial
succession studies in other ecosystems from relatively
extreme environments including acid mine drainage and
glacial forelands [57–59]. This concept is partially sup-
ported by the eukaryote-like cell structures were found to be
in close physical proximity to diazotrophic cells signifying
tightly associated food webs with respect to multi-kingdom
nitrogen cycling.

Another goal of this study was to elucidate the ecological
processes motivating changes in structure and basic func-
tion of the microbiome from colonization to maturation over
the observed succession period. The basic functions inter-
rogated were limited to autotrophy and nitrogen fixation
based on previous research that indicated that potentially
nitrogen fixing, filamentous cyanobacteria dominated the
Hot Lake microbial mat [26, 27]. To capture this, we have
assembled a narrative to comparatively interpret which
ecological processes underpin community development by
dividing the community maturation period into three dis-
tinct stages: colonization (defined by the 8-day sample),
development (defined between the 14- and 56-day samples)
and mature (defined by the 79-day sample). The coloniza-
tion stage was characterized by the arrival of bacteria-like
cell structures. Many of which were found to fix N2 and
were not exclusively autotrophic as shown by the isotope
tracer incubations and nanoSIMS images. At least some of
the colonizing species were heterotrophic, which indicates
that primary producers are not necessarily required for
recruitment of other cells. This observation is somewhat
contrary to other, similar succession studies performed
in situ [50, 60] but is not surprising based on our knowledge
of high abundances of dissolved organic carbon in Hot Lake
[30, 31]. The development stage was characterized by the
arrival and increased abundance of diatom-like cell struc-
tures diminished rates of successful immigration of taxa
from the surrounding environment. The maturation stage
was characterized by the effective loss or turnover of most
founder species and a contrasting shift in the stochastic
versus deterministic ecological processes as compared to
colonization; specifically, bacteria shifted from stochastic
towards homogenous selective and eukarya shifted from
deterministic yet variable selection towards significant
mixtures of stochastic and deterministic processes.

Conclusions

The identity and roles of the most abundant colonizers in
microbial communities—i.e., founder species—are often
overlooked. In this succession study, we found that both the
bacterial and eukaryotic founder species were mostly turned

over. Diatoms were recruited during later stages of suc-
cession which corresponded to the observation of wide-
spread autotrophic cells inhabiting the biofilm. Cells that
were capable of active nitrogen fixation were present in the
early stages of colonization and throughout succession,
indicating that diazotrophic bacteria may influence succes-
sion more than the early primary producers. We also found
that that each kingdom appeared to be influenced by dif-
ferent ecological processes and time scales of succession.
Specifically, bacteria shifted from stochastic towards
homogenous selective and Eukarya shifted from determi-
nistic yet variable selection towards stochastic processes.
Successive stages in the bacterial community development
trended towards homogenous selection. Hence, the bacterial
founder species likely modified their localized environment
in ways that mediated environmental filtering where
eukaryotic founder species may not have played as great of
a role in the later stages of succession.
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